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1 
Let 5 be a Krein space (in the terminology of Cl]), that is, a Hilbert 
space with respect to the scalar product (f,g), f, g E 5, where an 
indefinite scalar product [*, -1 is given by the equation 
Here J denotes the difference of two orthogonal projectors P+ , P- 
in 5 with P+ + PM = I; J = P+ - P- . Define 
v+ : = (f: [f, fl >, 01, %L := w [f,fl < 01. 
A subspace f? of 5, belonging to ‘p+ , is called nonnegative; it is said 
to be positive, if f~ 2, f # 0, implies [f,f] > 0, and u~z~ornzZy 
positive, if there exists a y > 0, such that [f,f] > y Ilfll” for all 
fE 2 (Ilfll := ULfm. N on osi ive, negative and uniformly negative P t 
subspaces are defined similarly. 
If A is a closed linear operator in 8, define the J-adjoint A+ by 
an operator A is said to be J-self-adjoint (J-unitary) if A = A+ 
(AA+ = A+A = I resp.) holds. 
According to the decomposition $5 = & @ Gz , .$i : = P+!& 
G2 : = P-9, a linear operator A with the property that f~ B(A) 
implies P+f E D(A) h as a matrix representation 
( 
An 4% 
A,, 1 4, - (1) 
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The set of all bounded linear operators K from $ji to Gj with 
[I K I/ < 1 is denoted by R(!& , !$), i, j = 1, 2. Let us recall [l] that 
there is a l-l correspondence between a(!&, $a) and the set of all 
maximal nonnegative1 subspaces L! of !& given by 
2 =(fESS:f=f++Kf+.,f+E~1}; (4 
an analogous characterization holds for maximal nonpositive sub- 
spaces. The operator K in (2) is called the angle operator of 9. 
In his paper [2] Masuda proved the existence of a unique maximal 
nonnegative subspace, invariant under all operators commuting 
with a bounded J-self-adjoint or J-unitary operator A, which fulfills 
the following condition. 
(*) There exist two convex open sets Qn, , Q2, with 8, n f6?, = o , 
such that for every K E S(!& , $,,): 
Wll + &K)fi ,fi): llh II = Lfl E sjl> c Ql Y 
w,, + ~4,)h A: IIf2 II = I>“& E $32) c Q, * 
It is the aim of this note to show that under a weaker hypothesis a 
slightly stronger result can be proved. 
2 
The bounded J-self-adjoint or J-unitary operator A in the Krein 
space J3 is said to be strongly stable, if there exist two subspaces !G+ , !G- 
with the properties 
(1) ~+C’lp+,~-Cf@-; 
(2) jj = f?+ i it- ; 
(3) [2+, e-1 = m 
(4) A% C f% ; 
(5) ~(Aji!+)n~(ApJ = 0. 
An unbounded J-self-adjoint operator A is by definition strongly 
stable, if it satisfies (l)-(3), (5), the following modified condition (4): 
(4’) D(A) n P!, is dense in Q!, and A(ID(A) n 2,) C !& ; 
and 
(6) there exist real numbers 01, /3 such that neither the interval 
[01, co) nor (- 00, p] contains points of both o(A I !G+) and o(A 1 IL). 
1 A subspace B of & is called maximal nonnegative, if it is nonnegative and the 
inclusion 2 C 2’ C p+ with a subspace 2’ implies 2’ = 2. 
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The conditions (l)-(3) imply that !2+(%) is a maximal nonnegative 
(maximal nonpositive resp.) subspace of !& which is even uniformly 
positive (uniformly negative resp.). Moreover, by (5), these subspaces 
are uniquely determined. It is easy to see that a strongly stable 
J-self-adjoint (J-unitary) operator is similar to a self-adjoint (unitary) 
operator, therefore its spectrum is real (on the unit circle resp.). 
An open interval d of the real axis with the property 
d n a(A) c a(A Ii?,) (4 n U(A) C u(A 1 IL)) 
will be called of positive (negative resp.) type with respect to the 
strongly stable J-self-adjoint operator A. 
Evidently, if B is a bounded linear operator in $, which commutes 
with the resolvent of a strongly stable operator A (that is, which 
commutes with A if A is bounded), then the subspaces !2+ and !2- 
from the definition of strong stability are also invariant under B. 
LEMMA 1. The J-self-aqoint operator A is strongly stable if and 
only if there exists a polynomial p with real coeficients and the properties 
(i) [p(A)f, f] > 0 for all f E b(An), ifn denotes the degree of p; 
(ii) p(X) = 0 implies h E p(A); 
(iii) for real .$ E p(A), the integral 
s_” (A - (6 + W)-’ 4 
m 
(’ denotes the Cauchy principal value at in$nity) exists in the weak 
operator topology. 
Proof. Let A be strongly stable. We choose X, ,..., X, E p(A), 
such that two neighbor intervals (hi , Xj+r), (h,+r , hi+z), j = 0, I,..., 
n - 1; h, = -00, Xa+r = CO, are of different type with respect to A. 
If (X, , co) is of positive (negative) type, the polynomial p(X) := 
(X - X,) **+ (X - h,) (p(X) := -(h - h,) *** (X - A,) resp.) obviously 
has the property (ii); (i) is easy to show and (iii) follows from the fact 
that A is similar to a self-adjoint operator (in the Hilbert space $3). 
Now let A be a J-self-adjoint operator with properties (i)-(iii). Then 
A has a spectral function Eh ([3]; for bounded operators see [4, 11). 
According to [5], (‘“) ’ pl 111 im ies, that co is a regular critical point of A, 
that is, the limits lim,+-m E,+ and limAtm EA exist in the weak operator 
topology. Now the subspaces 2, and f?!_ are defined as the spectral 
subspaces belonging to the sets a(A) n {h: p(h) > 0} and a(A) n 
{A: p(h) < 0} resp. 
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A polynomial p with the properties (i) and (ii) is said to be a 
dejkitizing polynomial of the strongly stable operator A. There is no 
loss of generality if we suppose that the zeros of p are real ([3,4]) 
and simple. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, be a strongly stable J-selfadjoint operator, p, 
a definitizing polynomial of A, and h, , . . ., X, , h, < h, < *em < An , the 
zeros of p, . Furthermore, let B(E), 0 < E < 1, be a family of bounded 
J-self-adjoint operators, continuously depending on E in the uniform 
operator topology, B(0) = 0, and A, : = A,, + B(E), 0 < E < 1. Suppose 
there are n continuous real functions X1(e),..., h,(c) on 0 < E < 1 
with the properties 
f&(O) = hj , h(c) E PPLh j = 1, 2 ,..., n, O<E<l. 
Then the operators A, , 0 < E < 1, are strongly stable. 
Proof. Denote by C&(e), j = 1, 2,..., n - 1, the circle through 
X,(C) and Xj+l(~) with center [h,(e) + Xj+1(~)]/2 and counterclockwise 
orientation, 
c&(E) = {h,(E) + iy --a < 7 < co), 
&(E) := {h,(c) + A): co > 7 > -co}. 
Let d be the set of all E E [0, l] with the property 
%(q c P(&) for all 0 < E’ < E, j = 0, I,..., n. 
From well-known results in perturbation theory [5, 61 it follows that 
the integrals 
s 
’ 
(r&) 
(A, - ,01)-l dp, j’ (A, - pl)-l dp 
On(E) 
exist in the weak operator topology, if only the corresponding 
integration paths belong to p(A,). 
By hypothesis 0 E d. Evidently, d is an open subset of [0, l] 
(with its usual induced topology). Define for E E d 
5W19/3-3 
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We may suppose, that any two neighbor intervals (hj , Xj+J, 
(hj+r , &+a), j = 0, l,..., n - 1, X, = -co, Xlz+i = co are of different 
type with respect to A, . As E,(E) depends continuously on E, E E d, 
its range Ej(.5)!& E E A, is in !JJ+ or ‘p- , if E,(O)$j is in 13, or @- resp., 
j = 0, l,..., n (see [7, Lemma 11). If p(X) = 6(h - X,) *.. (A - X,) 
(6 = &l) is a definitizing polynomial of A, , we consider p,: 
p,(h) := S(h - h,(c)) *-- (A - h,(e)). 
Then for a fixed x E p(A,) and E E d we have 
M4M - 4-“.L (A, - W”fl b 0 for all f E 5. (3) 
As p&4,&4, - x1)-” d p d e en s continuously on E in the strong 
operator topology, (3) holds true for E = Ed := sup d, and therefore 
ec, E d by Lemma 1. As a consequence, d = [0, 11, and the statement 
of the theorem follows from Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a J-self-adjoint operator in the Krein space 
!$ with a matrix representation (1) and properties 
(1) A,, is a bounded operator (from !& into &); 
(2) there exist two open sets Sz, , 0, , QI n S& = D, such that 
for all KEW%, $4; 
(3) there exist real numbers 01, p, such that neither the interval 
[01, GO) nor (- GO, /I] contains points of both a(A,,) and u(A&. 
Then A is strongly stable. 
Proof. For 0 < E < 1 define 
A, := A, + B(E). 
Then A,, is strongly stable: 2+ = !& , 2- = $j2 . Choose a definitizing 
polynomial p, for A,, with zeros X, ,..., X, in the complement of 
fii u Q, . By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show that 
4 E ~(4) for O<E<~, j = 1, 2,..., n. 
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This will follow, if we prove the inclusion 
u(AJ c i-2, u Q, . (4 
To do this, denote by r the set of all E’ E [0, 11, such that (4) holds 
for all E with 0 < E < E’. Obviously, 0 E r, r is open, and by 
Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, 
M4J4) - .+“f, w. - 4-“fl > 0 for all fESj 
and 2 E p(A,J, l o : = sup r. Consider 
h E +&,)\(QI ” 4). (5) 
In case p(h) > 0 we find (see [4]) a maximal nonnegative subspace 
Q+ and a sequence (x(n)) C P!, with /I x+) 11 = 1, (AGO - hl) x(n) -+ 0. 
Let x(“) z xi”) + xp, x’i”’ E gji , i = 1,2, and denote by K the 
angle operator of 5Z+ . It follows 
Ji x:“’ II 3 1/2/z A,#’ + EoA12Kxy - Xx(n) + 0 1 > 
that is, X E 0(/I,, + eOAIPK) C Q, , a contradiction to (5). In the 
same way, p(h) < 0 implies h E Q, . If p(h) = 0 and X is an isolated 
point of u(AEO), then A is an eigenvalue of AG0 . As a certain neigh- 
borhood of X does not contain points of u(AE) for all E < co , this is 
impossible. Therefore d = [0, 11, and the theorem follows. 
In case of a bounded J-self-adjoint operator A, the conditions (1) 
and (3) of Theorem 2 are obviously fulfilled, and (2) is evidently 
weaker than Masuda’s condition (*). In Masuda’s case, as the sets Sz, 
and Sz, are convex, there always exists a definitizing polynomial of 
degree one. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a J-self-aeoint operator in the Krein space 
5 with a matrix representation (I) and properties 
(a) dist(a(Ar,), o(&)) = 6 > 0; 
(b) II A,, II < W 
Then A is strongly stable. 
Indeed, for all K E A(& , &) we have 
II AI& II -=I WY ~(A11 + 4X) C (22: dist(z, 4AII)) < II 4& Ii3 
and a similar relation for u(Az2 + KA,,). Now the statement follows 
from Theorem 2. 
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3 
In a similar way, Masuda’s theorem on J-unitary operators can be 
improved. 
THEOREM 5. Let U be a J-unitary operator in the Krein. space $3, 
for which there exist two open sets 52, , Q, , Dl n OS = o, such that 
(a> u( U,, + U,,K) C Q, , u(U,, 4 KU,,) C 4 for all 
K E W5i, > bz); 
(b) u(U)Cf&u& 
Suppose p(U) n {z : / x / = l} # r~r. Then U is strongly stable. 
Proof. Consider the operators 
for a certain l 0 (0 < E,, < 1). We have 
and p(UE) n {x: j x / = 1) # o f or all E sufficiently close to 1. From 
[S, (1.7)], for th ese E, the unit circle belongs to p( U,) and the range of 
the projector 
(6) 
is uniformly negative, the range of E,(E) := I - E,(E) is uniformly 
positive. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3 we get the inclusion 
where K, denotes the angle operator of E,(E)$~. Now let h be a 
boundary point of u(U, 1 &(E)$). Then we can find a sequence 
(xc*)) C &(E)$ with (U, - hl) x(*) -+ 0, therefore 
and we get 
U,“Jx’“’ - (l/X) Jx(n) -+ 0 
(l/X) E u(dJ,, - 4*1/12), (*I 
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where L, denotes the angle operator of ,?$(~)a. Choose two open sets 
Qr’, 1;2,’ with a,’ A an,’ = o , D,’ 3 Q, , !?a’ I) Sz, . Then by con- 
dition (a), (7), and (8) there exists an E,, < 1 such that we have 
Changing the integration path in (6) such that it lies outside 
Qr’ u Q2’ and using condition (b), we get a projector family Ei(e), 
E,, < E < 1, depending continuously on E. As the range &(E)!& 
E,, < E < 1, is uniformly negative and &i(l) is J-self-adjoint, the 
range Ei(l)b must also be uniformly negative. The subspaces 
Q?_ : = E,(l)5 and P+ : = E,(l)6 fulfill all the conditions (l)-(5) 
from the definition of strong stability (with respect to U). 
Remark 6. Instead of (J( U,, + KU,,) C Q, , K E R(!& , b2), in (a) 
we may suppose the following. 
There exists a 6 < 1, such that u( U,, + U,,L) C Q2 for all 
operators L from !& into !& with 6L E S(!& , 9,). 
Remark 7. Masuda’s condition (*) evidently implies our con- 
dition (a). It implies also (b): Let h be a boundary point of u(U). Then 
there exists a sequence (x(~)), 11 x(~) jl = 1, (U - XI) xtn) + 0. If 
(x(“)) can be chosen in @+ , (*) implies h E Dr . If (.x(~)) can be chosen 
in s@- , (*) implies (l/h) E o2 . As in case 1 h / # 1 there exists such 
a sequence (+)) even in ‘$+ n ‘$- , and with h E g(U) we have also 
(1 /A) E u(U), the spectrum c(U) must be on the unit circle, and 
wehavea(U)CQr~Qa. 
Finally we give two easy consequences of strong stability. 
I. Let B be a bounded J-self-adj,int or J-unitary operator, 
B = B, + B, , where B, commutes with a strongly stable J-self-adjoint 
or J-unitary operator A and B, is compact. Then there exists a maximal 
subspace of !Q+ , which is invariant under B. 
Indeed, denote by E+(E-) the J-orthogonal projector on the unique 
maximal J-nonnegative subspace 2+(%), invariant under A. Then 
E,BE- = E,B,E- 
is compact. Therefore, with respect to the decomposition $j = 
E+!$ -i- E-5, the operator B satisfies the conditions of [9, 
Theorem II.11 or [lo, Theorem 31 (see also [l]) and the conclusion 
follows. 
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In connection with a problem of Phillips [l l] we have the following. 
II. Let ‘2I be a commutative family of bounded linear operators in 
the Krein space 5 with the property ‘% = 2X+ (that is, B E !X implies 
B+ E VI). Suppose ‘3 contains a strongly stable J-self-adjoint or a strongly 
stable J-unitary operator. Then for each dual pair (2, , I?,} of subspaces 
of $3, which is invariant under ‘2I, we can jind a maximal dual pair 
{2,m”“, 2,m”“}, which extends (2, , 2,) and is also invariant under ‘$I. 
Let us recall that a dual pair {f?i,, 9,} of subspaces is defined by 
the properties 
(1) 2, c v+ 3 G c rp- ; 
(2) [% 3 %I = co>. 
It is called invariant under 2X, if for each B E 21 and i = I,2 we have 
B!Si C I$ . A dual pair {!&I, Q,‘} extends (9, , f!,}, if 5&’ 3 !i$ , 
i=l,2. It is known [II] that a maximal (with respect to this 
extension) dual pair consists of maximal subspaces of !J3+ and p- resp. 
To prove II, let A be the strongly stable bounded J-self-adjoint 
or J-unitary operator in ‘%. Then p(A) is a connected set, therefore 
o(U / f?J C o(U), i = 1, 2. 
Now it is easy to see that the inclusions f?!, C f?, ; 5Z2 C B- must 
hold, where 9+ and Q?_ denote again the unique maximal invariant 
subspaces of A. As 9+ and 9!_ are invariant under ‘3, the conclusion 
follows. 
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